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Sex. Race. Scripture. Sovereignty. The book of Ruth entails them all. So readers shouldn't be fooled by
its age, says Pastor John Piper. Though its events happened over 3,000 years ago, the story holds
astounding relevance for Christians in the twenty-first century. The sovereignty of God, the sexual
nature of humanity, and the gospel of God's mercy for the undeserving-these massive realities never
change. And since God is still sovereign, and we are male or female, and Jesus is alive and powerful, A
Sweet and Bitter Providence bears a message for readers from all walks of life. But be warned, Piper
tells his audience: This ancient love affair between Boaz and Ruth could be dangerous, inspiring all of us
to great risks in the cause of love.
Teaches how best to grow a relationship with God by using the life of King David as an example.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The “paradigm-influencing” book (Christianity Today) that is
fundamentally transforming our understanding of white evangelicalism in America. Jesus and John
Wayne is a sweeping, revisionist history of the last seventy-five years of white evangelicalism, revealing
how evangelicals have worked to replace the Jesus of the Gospels with an idol of rugged masculinity and
Christian nationalism—or in the words of one modern chaplain, with “a spiritual badass.” As acclaimed
scholar Kristin Du Mez explains, the key to understanding this transformation is to recognize the
centrality of popular culture in contemporary American evangelicalism. Many of today’s evangelicals
might not be theologically astute, but they know their VeggieTales, they’ve read John Eldredge’s Wild at
Heart, and they learned about purity before they learned about sex—and they have a silver ring to prove
it. Evangelical books, films, music, clothing, and merchandise shape the beliefs of millions. And
evangelical culture is teeming with muscular heroes—mythical warriors and rugged soldiers, men like
Oliver North, Ronald Reagan, Mel Gibson, and the Duck Dynasty clan, who assert white masculine power
in defense of “Christian America.” Chief among these evangelical legends is John Wayne, an icon of a
lost time when men were uncowed by political correctness, unafraid to tell it like it was, and did what
needed to be done. Challenging the commonly held assumption that the “moral majority” backed Donald
Trump in 2016 and 2020 for purely pragmatic reasons, Du Mez reveals that Trump in fact represented
the fulfillment, rather than the betrayal, of white evangelicals’ most deeply held values: patriarchy,
authoritarian rule, aggressive foreign policy, fear of Islam, ambivalence toward #MeToo, and opposition
to Black Lives Matter and the LGBTQ community. A much-needed reexamination of perhaps the most
influential subculture in this country, Jesus and John Wayne shows that, far from adhering to biblical
principles, modern white evangelicals have remade their faith, with enduring consequences for all
Americans.
We were never meant to take this journey of faith alone or in secret. God has entrusted us with the great
and mighty gift of the gospel, something too precious and life-giving to keep to ourselves. In this
6-session Bible study, Beth will encourage you to guard what God has entrusted to you, further His
kingdom by sharing Christ with others, and pour into future generations just as Paul once mentored
Timothy. Because in this journey of joy and hardship, we need each other to stay the course and live a
life of faithfulness. Features: Biblically-rooted and gospel-centered content 5 personal study segments
with homework to complete between 6 weeks of group sessions Additional articles by Melissa Moore,
Beth's daughter and ministry partner, included Benefits: Support other believers in Christ, as they in
turn encourage you Realize you've been entrusted with the gospel and gifting to serve Discover why
mentoring is a pivotal part of the faith journey Increase your effectiveness as a Christian Learn to
continue in ministry despite hardships Challenge yourself in the discipline of daily Bible study
James - Leader Guide
Finding Your Way to an Immensely Fruitful Life
Joining Paul's Journey of Faith
Beloved Disciple - Bible Study Book (New Look)
1 & 2 Thessalonians
Seeking God's Heart
Entrusted
Includes one member book, one leader guide, and 6 DVD's.
Includes one member book, one leader guide, and 11 sessions on DVD's.
Includes teaching DVDS, a member book, and a leader guide. Eight hour-long video sessions with 7 weeks of print
study.
Now available in paperback and one of Beth Moore's most popular writings to date, Breaking Free is the
breakthrough book on how to overcome the strongholds of sin and discover a better life.
Live Hopefully
A Journey Through the Psalms of Ascent, Leader Kit
Daniel
Named by God
Experiencing a Fresh Explosion of Faith
To Live Is Christ
The Quest Older Kids Activity Book
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Examines the life of Paul the Apostle using Biblical passages and studies of ancient Jewish life in Biblical times and finds lessons of faith,
humility, and self-sacrifice which modern Christians can apply to their own lives.
Bible Study Book by Beth Moore guides the participant through this compelling women's Bible study of David.
Examine some of the earliest and most familiar characters of the Bible to better understand the beginning of humanity and the origin of
God's people.
Enjoy this classic content from the Beth Moore library for the first time or as a refresher to your faith. It is the same great Bible study with a
new look! You Are Christ's Beloved John the apostle must have thought he had seen everything. Having been with Jesus all the years of His
ministry, John witnessed more miracles than he could count, saw more displays of power than he could comprehend, and experienced more
love than he could fathom. John was there when Jesus turned the water to wine, offered living Water to the woman at the well, yielded to
His Father's will in the garden of Gethsemane, and gave His life on a Roman cross. And one unforgettable morning young John outran
Peter to his Savior's empty tomb. Yet God had more in store for the Son of Thunder. As the other disciples were martyred one by one, John
remained to write his sublime Gospel proclaiming Jesus' identity as the eternal Word of God. In his three letters John left a legacy of divine
love to ignite the passion of future believers. And while exiled on Patmos, John recorded His risen Lord's glorious revelation of victory and
hope. John referred to himself as "the disciple whom Jesus loved." Just as Christ took John on a lifelong journey into the depths of His
love, He will do the same for you. The Bridegroom's love is unmatched and inexhaustible, and He is waiting to lavish it on you, His beloved.
Features: Eleven teaching sessions available approximately one hour in length each session Classic, original teaching by Beth Moore
Leader Guide available as free PDF on LifeWay.com/BelovedDisciple Personal Study to be completed between the 11 group sessions
Benefits: Learn about the Beloved Disciple, John, and his life as a follower of Jesus. Discover John's legacy of love as you study God's
Word. Find the heart of the Bridegroom for His Bride, the church, and for you.
Healing for Damaged Emotions
Finding Authentic Restoration in the Age of Seduction
David
Sex, Race, and the Sovereignty of God
Who Wrote the Bible?
Core 52

Borrowing from best-selling studies by Beth Moore, Priscilla Shirer, Lisa Harper, Kelly Minter, and Jennifer
Rothschild, this 5-session study explores crucial moments in the lives of five Old Testament figures--Esther,
Gideon, Malachi, Nehemiah, and Hosea. Through their stories, discover how God uses the lives of ordinary
people for His glory and the good of His people. Strengthen your faith as you walk alongside these larger-thanlife figures who all chose to obey God no matter the circumstances.
The PatriarchsEncountering the God of Abraham, Issac & Jacob- Leader GuideLifeway Church Resources
Faithful, Abundant, True: Three Lives Going Deeper Still - Member Book. Join Beth Moore, Kay Arthur, and
Priscilla Shirer in a women's Bible study recorded live at the Orlando Deeper Still conference.The Member Book
is a versatile study guide for this women's Bible study that can be used in a retreat setting or for a sevensession study. Each teacher provides two weeks of study in a brief format that will take most women 15 to 30
minutes daily. As a bonus, Faithful, Abundant, and True Member Book includes a partnership with HomeLife
Magazine in which each of the three speakers' section also includes an article from HomeLife that illustrates
faithfulness, abundance, and truth.Member Book includes: * 6 Weeks of Guided Study * Retreat Plan (great for a
Friday evening - Saturday evening schedule) * Group Leader Helps
The prophet Daniel faced unbelievable pressures to compromise his faith, to live in a hostile culture, and to
confront temptations and threats. Believers in Jesus Christ face many of the same trials. Join Beth Moore for an
in-depth look at the life of Dan
Apocalypse of the Alien God
Living Beyond Yourself - Leader Kit: Exploring the Fruit of the Spirit
Stepping Up
A Study in the Book of Nehemiah
Chasing Vines
A Heart Like His
Learning What Your Dad Could Never Teach You
In the second century, Platonist and Judeo-Christian thought were sufficiently friendly that a Greek philosopher could
declare, "What is Plato but Moses speaking Greek?" Four hundred years later, a Christian emperor had ended the public
teaching of subversive Platonic thought. When and how did this philosophical rupture occur? Dylan M. Burns argues that the
fundamental break occurred in Rome, ca. 263, in the circle of the great mystic Plotinus, author of the Enneads. Groups of
controversial Christian metaphysicians called Gnostics ("knowers") frequented his seminars, disputed his views, and then
disappeared from the history of philosophy—until the 1945 discovery, at Nag Hammadi, Egypt, of codices containing Gnostic
literature, including versions of the books circulated by Plotinus's Christian opponents. Blending state-of-the-art Greek
metaphysics and ecstatic Jewish mysticism, these texts describe techniques for entering celestial realms, participating in the
angelic liturgy, confronting the transcendent God, and even becoming a divine being oneself. They also describe the revelation
of an alien God to his elect, a race of "foreigners" under the protection of the patriarch Seth, whose interventions will
ultimately culminate in the end of the world. Apocalypse of the Alien God proposes a radical interpretation of these long-lost
apocalypses, placing them firmly in the context of Judeo-Christian authorship rather than ascribing them to a pagan offshoot
of Gnosticism. According to Burns, this Sethian literature emerged along the fault lines between Judaism and Christianity,
drew on traditions known to scholars from the Dead Sea Scrolls and Enochic texts, and ultimately catalyzed the rivalry of
Platonism with Christianity. Plunging the reader into the culture wars and classrooms of the high Empire, Apocalypse of the
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Alien God offers the most concrete social and historical description available of any group of Gnostic Christians as it explores
the intersections of ancient Judaism, Christianity, Hellenism, myth, and philosophy.
Join bestselling author Beth Moore in her life-changing quest of vine-chasing—and learn how everything changes when you
discover the true meaning of a fruitful, God-pleasing, meaning-filled life. God wants us to flourish. In fact, he delights in our
flourishing. Life isn’t always fun, but in Christ it can always be fruitful. In Chasing Vines, Beth shows us from Scripture how
all of life’s concerns—the delights and the trials—matter to God. He uses all of it to help us flourish and be fruitful. Looking
through the lens of Christ’s transforming teaching in John 15, Beth gives us a panoramic view of biblical teachings on the
Vine, vineyards, vine-dressing, and fruitfulness. Along the way you’ll discover why fruitfulness is so important to God—and
how He can use anything that happens to us for His glory and our flourishing. Nothing is for nothing. Join Beth on her
journey of discovering what it means to chase vines and to live a life of meaning and fruitfulness. An inspiring spiritual book
for every Christian.
Is Something Missing in Your Life? Lysa TerKeurst knows what it’s like to consider God just another thing on her to-do list.
For years she went through the motions of a Christian life: Go to church. Pray. Be nice. Longing for a deeper connection
between what she knew in her head and her everyday reality, she wanted to personally experience God’s presence. Drawing
from her own remarkable story of step-by-step faith, Lysa invites you to uncover the spiritually exciting life we all yearn for.
With her trademark wit and spiritual wisdom, Lysa will help you : * Learn how to make a Bible passage come alive in your
own devotion time. * Replace doubt, regret, and envy with truth, confidence, and praise. * Stop the unhealthy cycles of
striving and truly learn to love who you are and what you’ve been given. * Discover how to have inner peace and security in
any situation * Sense God responding to your prayers The adventure God has in store for your life just might blow you away.
Events in our lives, both good and bad, form rings in us like the rings in a tree. Each ring records memories that affect our
feelings, our relationships, and our thoughts about God. In this classic work, David Seamands encourages us to live
compassionately with ourselves as we allow the Holy Spirit to heal our past. As he helps us name hurdles in our lives—such as
guilt, poor self-worth, and perfectionism—he shows us how we can find freedom from our pain and enjoy the abundant life
God wants for us.
Faithful, Abundant, True - Bible Study Book: Three Lives Going Deeper Still
Platonism and the Exile of Sethian Gnosticism
Becoming More Than a Good Bible Study Girl
Mercy Triumphs
The Patriarchs
An Excursion Toward Intimacy with God
The Faithful - Bible Study Book
Explains the author's system of how faith can heal past suffering, empower the present, and enliven the future.
This all-new 20-minutes-a-day study of Nehemiah reminds readers that with God’s help, one person who is ready to do the impossible can
change the world. Hope is not wishful thinking. It is a confident expectation for the future. Nehemiah knew how to live with true hope. After
boldly requesting permission from the king to rebuild the walls of Jerusalem after the Babylonian exile, he restored the city and called his
people back to God. Despite opposition on all sides, Nehemiah saw God transform a cup-bearer into a contractor, ruins into a city, and a
wayward people into followers of God. As Bible teacher Lenya Heitzig reminds readers in this new Fresh Life study, God calls them to live
boldly with a hope that only He can give.
A much anticipated reissue of Who Wrote the Bible?—the contemporary classic the New York Times Book Review called “a thoughtprovoking [and] perceptive guide” that identifies the individual writers of the Pentateuch and explains what they can teach us about the
origins of the Bible. For thousands of years, the prophet Moses was regarded as the sole author of the first five books of the Bible, known as
the Pentateuch. According to tradition, Moses was divinely directed to write down foundational events in the history of the world: the creation
of humans, the worldwide flood, the laws as they were handed down at Mt. Sinai, and the cycle of Israel’s enslavement and liberation from
Egypt. However, these stories—and their frequent discrepancies—provoke questions: why does the first chapter in Genesis say that man and
woman were made in God’s image, while the second says that woman was made from man’s rib? Why does one account of the flood say it
lasted forty days, while another records no less than one hundred? And why do some stories reflect the history of southern Judah, while
others seem sourced from northern Israel? Originally published in 1987, Richard Friedman’s Who Wrote the Bible? joins a host of modern
scholars who show that the Pentateuch was written by at least four distinct voices—separated by borders, political alliances, and particular
moments in history—then connected by brilliant editors. Rather than cast doubt onto the legitimacy of the Bible, Friedman uses these
divergent accounts to illuminate a text that was written by real people. Friedman’s seminal and bestselling text is a comprehensive and
authoritative answer to the question: just who exactly wrote the Bible?
"David: seeking God's heart is Beth Moore's first Bible study designed specifically with teenagers in mind. Her down to earth and funny style
will confront you with the truths of Scripture and teach you fantastic things about God and your relationship with Him. With David at your
side you will reflect upon and personally examine your attitude, motivation, actions, character, and heart. You will come to understand that
when God touches a person, He always touches the heart" -- Back cover.
Encountering the God of Abraham, Issac & Jacob- Leader Guide
Straight Talk about God's Deliverance
Children of the Day
How Now Shall We Live?
Overcoming Your Past, Transforming Your Present, Embracing Your Future
Characters Volume 1: The Patriarchs - Bible Study Book
Lives of Integrity, Words of Prophecy

Participants will plunge into the heart of Genesis, to God's remarkable pursuit of relationship and to the
unfolding of His earthly plan: that through one nationand ultimately, one manall people on earth will be blessed.
8-session women's Bible study leader guide on the Book of James.
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2000 Gold Medallion Award winner! Christianity is more than a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. It is also
a worldview that not only answers life's basic questions—Where did we come from, and who are we? What has
gone wrong with the world? What can we do to fix it?—but also shows us how we should live as a result of those
answers. How Now Shall We Live? gives Christians the understanding, the confidence, and the tools to confront
the world's bankrupt worldviews and to restore and redeem every aspect of contemporary culture: family,
education, ethics, work, law, politics, science, art, music. This book will change every Christian who reads it. It
will change the church in the new millennium.
Bible Study Book by Beth Moore provides a personal study experience five days a week plus viewer guides for
the group video sessions of this in-depth women's Bible study.
Jesus, the One and Only
Seeking a Heart Like His
A Fifteen-Minute Daily Guide to Build Your Bible IQ in a Year
Fathered by God
Heroes of the Old Testament
When Godly People Do Ungodly Things
A Combo Pack
It is reported in the headlines, confessed in the pulpits, and hidden in the pews in churches around the world. The
seduction of God’s people by the deceiver is a tale as old as the garden, but we are always surprised when it
happens. We must realize that Satan is a lion on the prowl and we are his prey. Beth writes with a passion fueled by
the Biblical warnings of the schemes of Satan’s seductive activity and the broken-hearted concern of a teacher who
receives countless letters from repentant Christians limping on the road to finding restoration. Delivering dire
warnings to Christians to safeguard themselves against Satan’s attacks, Beth also reveals how you can know if
someone is vulnerable. Beth writes, “We, Christ’s church, are in desperate need of developing His heart and mind in
issues like these.” She fears that often God is far more merciful than the Body of Christ is with the deeply repentant
and those desperate to find their way home. When Godly People Do Ungodly Things will be a guide to authentic
repentance and restoration.
Contains activities related to each session and daily queries designed to engage kids in using their Bibles, thinking
through questions, and journaling. Plus, Parent Pages are included.
In this six-session Bible study, participants will learn to develop an intimacy with God and embrace the adventure that
comes with living a life for Him. Features small-group leader helps, personal study segments with homework, and
space for journaling and reflection.
“Is it working? Your belief system, that is. Is it really working? God’s intention all along has been for the believer’s life
to work. From divine perspective toward terrestrial turf, God meant for his children to succeed. . . Are our Christian
lives successful? Are they achieving and experiencing what Scripture said they would? In a recent sermon my son-inlaw preached, Curt told us the only way we were going to impact the world and the next generation is to prove that
our faith in Christ is real and that it works. For countless Christians I’m convinced it’s real. My concern is whether or
not we have the fruit to suggest it works.”—Beth Moore; Believing God
Discover the Victory of Total Surrender
Get Out of That Pit
A Woman's Heart
El Discipulo Amado
Jesus and John Wayne: How White Evangelicals Corrupted a Faith and Fractured a Nation
The Quest - Study Journal
The Life and Ministry of John
There is a path leading to authentic manhood, cut by men who have gone before us, sons following in the footsteps of their
fathers, generation after generation. There are perils along the trail, even disasters?all the more reason to rely on the guidance of
a Father who has gone before. But in an age when true fathers are in short supply, how do you find the path to manhood? How do
you steer clear of the dangers? John Eldredge calls men back to a simple and reassuring truth: God is our Father. In life's trials
and triumphs, God is initiating boys and men through the stages of manhood from Beloved Son to Cowboy to Warrior to Lover to
King to Sage. Fathered by God maps out the path of manhood?not more rules, not another list of principles, not formulas, but a
sure path men have followed for centuries before us. Find that path and become the man God sees in you.
From her first breath of fresh air beyond the pit, it has never been enough for Beth Moore to be free. This best-selling author and
Bible teacher who has opened the riches of Scripture to millions longs for you to be free as well—to know the Love and Presence
that are better than life and the power of God’s Word that defies all darkness. Beth’s journey out of the pit has been heart-rending.
But from this and the poetic expressions of Psalm 40 has come the reward: a new song for her soul, given by her Saviour and
offered to you in Get Out of That Pit—friend to friend. This is Beth’s most stirring message yet of the sheer hope, utter deliverance,
and complete and glorious freedom of God: I waited patiently for the Lord He turned to me and heard my cry He lifted me out of
the slimy pit He set my feet on a rock He put a new song in my mouth It is a story, a song—a salvation—that you can know too.
A 10-week bible study exploring freedom in Christ for women. Focuses on themes from the Book of Isaiah.
Join Beth Moore and walk the shores of Thessalonica with this verse-by-verse Bible study of 1 and 2 Thessalonians. This Leader
Guide will help you lead a study of Children of the Day for groups in your church or community. You'll find helps for planning and
promoting the study and instructions for conducting nine group sessions. As you and Beth lead, your group will gain assurance
their circumstances and conditions are not coincidental. God's timing is impeccable! Whether facing family crises, medical
diagnoses, relationship troubles, doubts, or fears, participants will receive encouragement for living the Christian life now and hope
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for when Christ returns. "You are children of the light and children of the day. We do not belong to the night or to the darkness." 1
Thessalonians 5:5 Features: Step-by-step instructions for facilitating the group sessions using the Bible Study Book and DVD
video sessions Answers to the viewing guide for the DVD sessions Leader material to accompany the 9 sessions of small group
time Benefits: Leaders can be assured of a trusted teacher in every group as participants view the video Biblical truth that's reliable
Leader Guide contributes to leader's confidence and preparation, but also contributes to leader training Provocative questions;
scriptural support; and text, application, and preparation In-depth study for women that will challenge them in the discipline of daily
Bible study Challenges women to complete in-depth study of two books of the Bible, chapter by chapter Can be adapted to create
a semester Bible study by breaking sessions into more than one week Author: Beth Moore is an author and Bible teacher of bestselling Bible studies and books for women. She is the founder of Living Proof Ministries and speaker at Living Proof Live women's
events across the US. Beth's mission is to guide women everywhere into a richer, more fulfilling relationship with the Father.
Believing God
God's Dwelling Place
Libro Para el Discipulo
James
A Study of 2 Timothy
Breaking Free
Intimate Reflections on the Life of David
In just fifteen minutes a day, you can master the 52 most important verses in the Bible in a year. While there are
lots of one-year Bible reading plans, few help you understand the words that you're reading. What if we could
introduce you to a Bible reading plan that would dramatically increase your mastery of the Bible in one year?
Mark Moore coaches you through 52 of the Bible's most important verses. These are the "core" of the Bible. Each
verse clears the path to master and manage dozens of other verses that run along the same principle path. At the
end of this journey, you will move from curiosity about the Bible to competence in the Bible. It is the quickest
onramp to understanding the whole of God's Word for your life.
In Jesus, the One and Only, best-selling author and Bible teacher Beth Moore invites you to know Christ
personally. Watch and listen as He breaks up a funeral by raising the dead, confronts conniving religious leaders
of His day, teaches on a Galilean hillside, or walks on the waves and calms the storm. Like a ragtag band of
followers two thousand years ago, you will never be the same again after such an up close and personal
encounter. “He is Jesus, the One and Only, transcendent over all else,” writes Moore. “To know Him is to love
Him. To love Him is to long for Him. To long for Him is to finally reach soul hands into the One true thing we
need never get enough of . . . Jesus Christ. He’s all you need.” Available for the first time in eBook, this new
edition also features an excerpt from Moore’s Jesus, the One and Only Bible study.
A Sweet and Bitter Providence
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